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Abstract

Traditional applications of "Truth Maintenance Systems" (TMSs) fail to adequately represent heuristic search in which some paths are initially preferred. What they miss is the idea of switching contexts rationally based on heuristic preferences. We show that it is useful, especially for plans with contingencies, to maintain the validity of the reason for context choices and rejections. We demonstrate how to do so with a problem solver/TMS architecture called REDUX.

Scheduling Professors

Suppose we want to assign class sections to university professors for the coming year, and revise assignments as necessary. Taken in full generality, this is a formidable problem [17, 4]. Here, we extract a small fragment to illustrate four characteristics that distinguish a class of planning problems that are not well-supported by current techniques.

First, a characteristic of interest in such problems is that there are multiple objectives and constraints that cannot all be completely satisfied in a single schedule. Second, it is at least difficult to define an optimal schedule that trades-off ideally the various objectives, if not impossible, and certainly unnecessary. It is appropriate for this problem to compromise and find a single "good" schedule. Schedules that lack bad features are easier to identify than optimal ones. Third, although evaluating all possibilities is intractable, there exist heuristics for initial search and for resolving local conflicts that tend to result in good schedules. Fourth, contingencies force incremental revision of the solution.

One heuristic is to assign initially the courses to the professors that they wish to teach. A second heuristic is to assign courses to the more senior professors first. These heuristics can be justified in terms of constraint-directed search [8]. Our purpose here is not to derive such guiding heuristics but to provide a framework for using the ones available.

Suppose that professor Descartes wants to teach PHL305 in the Fall, so we assign him a section of that class, PHL305-1. A less senior professor, Kant, also wants to teach PHL305 in the Fall. But if we assign him a second section, PHL305-2, this violates a departmental constraint that there can only be one PHL305 taught per semester. So, perhaps we reject this second assignment and instead give Kant a section of PHL380, which he indicated was his alternative choice to PHL305.

Expectations determine explanation requirements. Kant will probably ask "why didn't I get PHL305?". Answering this question is not just of practical use: this question points to a feature of problem solving important for revision: context rationale.

Context Rationale

We begin with a simple notion of "context", to be extended in Section , based on the standard, discrete, finite constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) [23]. A CSP has a set of variables \( V = \{v_1, \ldots, v_n\} \), where each \( v_i \) has a domain \( \{a_{i,1}, \ldots, a_{i,m}\} \) of possible values. Each k-ary constraint connecting variables \( x_1, \ldots, x_k \) defines a set of k-tuples of allowable values for these variables. A k-ary constraint connecting variables \( x_1, \ldots, x_k \) is defined as the set of allowed k-tuples for these k variables.

A solution set for a CSP is a set of tuples of values for all of the variables that are consistent with the allowed tuple sets for all constraint definitions. Domain-independent techniques for efficiently determining this solution set have been studied extensively [9]. Our course assignment problem requires only a single set element, and we have local heuristics that suggest both variable and value choices in a search for such a solution.

The tentative [14] search technique of generate-and-test using variable ordering and dependency-directed backtracking is an appropriate technique for such a problem.

The set of choices of value assignments at any point in problem solving constitutes a context for further problem solving. Each new choice defines a new context. In Figure 1, variable \( V_1 \) was assigned the value \( a \), then \( V_2 \) the value \( c \), and \( V_3 \) has been chosen as the variable to assign next, but no value has been assigned yet. The problem context now is just the two assignments that have been made.\(^1\)

\(^1\)We want to keep track of the value assignments that have been made, since these are revisable. But once we
If the problem is nearly decomposable [24], attempting to make first assignments that maximally satisfy multiple objectives and testing for global constraint violations facilitates problem formulation (which is part of problem solving). Unlike MOLGEN [26], we pursue only a single solution and there is local heuristic guidance that gives us default paths through the variable assignment choices. If assigning \( a \) to \( V_1 \) corresponds to assigning PHL305 to Descartes, and assigning \( c \) to \( V_2 \) is assigning a section of PHL305 to Kant, then Figure 1 illustrates two default paths and a default context resulting from using the heuristic of assigning teacher preferences first.\(^2\)

These default paths constitute a default context. When the defaults represent objectives, this is the unconstrained ideal solution that maximally achieves all objectives. Such default paths constitute default reasoning in design; we prefer to use cheaper or more reliable components and wait to see if that violates any constraints among the design choices. In any case, a default context has a rationale: the heuristic inferences for each choice.

Rejection of one or more choices may be required to resolve the violation of a constraint without relaxing it. In our example, assigning sections of PHL305 in the Fall to both Descartes and Kant violated a constraint. In this case, we switched from context \( \{V_1 = a, V_2 = c\} \) to a less preferred one, say, \( \{V_1 = a, V_2 = b\} \). The rationale for the new context includes the reason for rejection of the default.

Suppose such a context switch is made and the problem solver continues to a solution. The search path will have a form similar to that of Figure 2. There will have made a choice about which variables to assign first, any performance loss is irreversible. So context only tracks choices, not order of choices.

\(^2\)These heuristics may not be, and are not in this example, an evaluation function for a best-first search. Often such heuristics represent independent objectives for which no global metric is defined.

Figure 1: A Context

\[
\begin{align*}
V_1 & = a \\
V_2 & = c
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 2: Path To A Solution

be a solution context, which in this example includes \( \{V_1 = a, V_2 = b\} \). There is also a rejected context consisting of \( \{V_1 = a, V_2 = c\} \). The reason for rejection, and thus for the current context, may be nonmonotonic.

Suppose the assignment \( V_1 = a \) is later involved in another constraint violation and we reject it. For instance, perhaps Descartes ends up with too heavy a teaching load and we must lighten it. We may take away his PHL305 course. The rejected assignment \( V_2 = c \) is now consistent and at least locally preferred to the current \( V_2 = b \).

If the problem solver does not detect the fact that changing the assignment of \( V_1 \) may allow a better assignment of \( V_2 \), then the rejection in the search path represents an unnecessary pruning of a better solution. We may be able to give Kant his requested course after all.

There must be a way to detect such unnecessary solution pruning so that opportunities to improve the solution are not missed. Detection of such possibilities is the computational importance of maintaining a rationale for the current context. The task of context maintenance is detecting current context rationale invalidity and notifying the problem solver of the possibility of improving the solution.\(^3\)

It is well-known that recording bad combinations such as \( \{V_1 = a, V_2 = c\} \) as nogoods is useful because we can then easily avoid generating it again. The nogood is necessary for the rationale for the context revision: why the default path was rejected and Kant did not get his requested section. The computational catch is that a nogood may be conditional.

When we design a plan, by making choices about...

\(^3\)Search heuristics may not be static but rather depend upon nonmonotonic reasoning. Context maintenance is thus required apart from context switches.
actions, we may add assumptions about the future state of the world as part of our default reasoning, and so introduce plan contingencies. Descartes may get a grant and not have to teach that semester at all. Or it may be that the constraint itself is negated by unexpectedly high enrollments. Kant may be able to teach PHL305 in both cases. Also, we may need to relax constraints when the problem is overconstrained.

What kind of computational support is available to track the rationale for the current (perhaps partial) solution context taking into account such possibilities?

Truth Maintenance

One AI hope for supporting such problems has been truth maintenance. The assignment of teachers in a course schedule can be altered by unexpected changes in the world or by new plan decisions. Truth maintenance is potentially a general technique for precisely propagating the effects of such plan changes.

There are various varieties of truth maintenance systems (TMS). One major variety, the Assumption-based TMS (ATMS)[1], best supports problems in which one only wants to know what set of contexts is consistent with the constraints [2, 15]. For problems such as our course assignment example in which a single solution out of many is sought and in which nonmonotonic rationales are prevalent, we prefer the earlier TMS of Doyle[6] with the dependency-directed backtracking modifications of [15]. Some other systems that are fundamentally oriented for reasoning within a single context are [5, 10, 73. We briefly review how a TMS usually works with a rule-based problem solver.

Suppose we represent our assignment choice heuristics by rules, such as "assign the preferred course for a teacher". Such a rule might look like:

Assign (?teacher ?course) if
  Prefers (?teacher ?course),
  Unless (Unavailable (?teacher)),
  Unless (Rejected-Assignment(?teacher ?course))

When the variables, denoted by ?, are bound at runtime, the instantiated left-hand side of the rule, the consequent, is added to the database and given a justification constructed from the instantiated rule antecedent. This justification is shown in Figure 3.

The arrow of the justification denotes the database node supported by the justification. The signed lines show supporting nodes. The Unless antecedents define the elements of the OUT-list of the justification, denoted by negatively signed lines. The single positive antecedent is the lone element of the IN-list of the justification and is denoted with the positively signed line. It has a premise[6] justification: its belief depends on no other node. The OUT-list elements have no justification.

The TMS has the task of labeling consistently the nodes in such a dependency network while avoiding certain circularities. For further details, see [15]. Here we note only that a justification is valid when each of its IN-list elements is labeled IN and each of its OUT-list elements is labeled OUT. The labeling is consistent if each node that has at least one valid justification is labeled IN and all others are labeled OUT. The labels must be updated when new nodes or justifications are added to the network. This syntactic relabeling is the TMS task.

In a TMS, a semantic conflict, such as a constraint violation, is represented by a contradiction node. The derivation of the contradiction determines its justification. In the example, the two assignments of Descartes and Kant would be in the IN-list of the justification for the contradiction. In dependency-directed backtracking, the dependency network is searched for the contributing assumptions: culprits[6] that have nonempty OUT-lists. If some elective[15] on such an OUT-list can be justified, then that justification for a culprit will be invalid. If the right justifications are made for the right culprits invalid, the contradiction/constraint violation is resolved.

In the example, we want to justify the rejection of the assignment of PHL305 to Kant. The elective justification should be safe and complete [15]. Completeness is the important feature here; it expresses the property that Kant's assignment should not be rejected unnecessarily. An elective justification is valid only as long as it needs to be. In particular, if Descartes' assignment of PHL305 goes OUT, the justification of Kant's rejection should become invalid.

Figure 4 shows the elective justification of the rejection of Kant's PHL305 assignment. It simply depends upon Descartes' assignment to PHL305 and the nogood recording that the two assignments together are a bad combination not to be chosen again. The justifications of these are omitted. The one of the former has already been shown in Figure 3 and the latter is complex and discussed in [15]. Figure 4 also shows how the alternative choice of PHL380 might be justified for Kant using the rejection of PHL305. If the assignment of Descartes of PHL305 goes OUT, the assignment of PHL380 to

---

This is a simplification of the elective justification of [15] which is a revision of the conditional proof justification of [6].
Kant goes OUT and the assignment of PHL305 to Kant comes back IN.

The completeness property of the elective justification is powerful. Any proposition in the dependency network that was necessary for the derivation of the constraint violation is linked to the elective justification such that if the derivation becomes invalid, through any means other than the elective being IN, then the justification will be invalid. If the constraint violation depended upon an assumption about the future state of the world, student enrollment for example, this is captured in the justification in the right way automatically. If actual enrollment violates this assumption, or if there is some other way in which the constraint ought to be relaxed, the justification becomes invalid.

What Doesn't Work

The potential of truth maintenance has scarcely been used in design, planning, and scheduling.[18] The traditional problem solver/TMS architecture outlined in Section has three key, related problems. First, it uses the mistaken principle that it does not matter what inferences the problem solver makes: the TMS caches all inferences alike and enforces consistency among them. Second, contradictions are included in the consistency the TMS is supposed to enforce. Third, there is no differentiation among the types of assumptions made during problems solving.

This mistaken principle of inferential indifference makes applications difficult to write and their behavior unpredictable. The primary source of difficulty is that there is no syntactic difference between inferences and meta-inferences about inferences; control inferences. Consider the agenda search strategy: “Choose the most important undone task, accomplish it, and mark it done.” If this is achieved by a chain of rules in which all dependencies are recorded, it must result in a dependency network that the TMS cannot consistently label. The justification for the mark will depend upon the lack of the mark. Even if such an unsatisfiable circularity can be avoided by careful rule/dependency editing, the mark of completion may still depend upon nonmonotonic factors used to choose the most important task. But the heuristic of putting out the closest fire does not necessitate rekindling the fire if another fire subsequently is discovered to be closer.

If such control heuristics are distinguished, Section points out that some of these need not be recorded with a TMS; e.g., the choice of a variable or a goal on an agenda. Thus the unsatisfiable circularity problem can be avoided. But that same section points out that not recording context rationales means missing opportunities to improve solutions. And context rationales contain heuristic search guidance. The problem with including this kind of control information in the justification of the inference consequent, such as a value assignment, is that the TMS labeling may be too aggressive.

Suppose a course is assigned to a professor because he wanted to teach it, and he decides that he does not care after all whether he teaches it. Whether or not that assignment should be kept in the schedule should be reasoned on the basis of global factors. But the TMS makes the decision syntactically; it would automatically deassign the course if the original preference lost its validity since that preference was used in the reasoning for the assignment.

This problem is exacerbated by including contradiction resolution in the consistency maintenance task of the TMS. This prevents the problem solver from deciding when and how to resolve the contradiction. A more subtle problem arises when context switch rationales are recorded by the elective justification in contradiction resolution.

Suppose that the assignment of Descartes to PHL305 does go OUT. Kant's assignments will be changed automatically by the TMS. They should not be. The effects can ripple up throughout our course schedule revising assignments willy-nilly. This may mean the undoing of a lot of work in developing a good schedule. It may also cause other problems. Suppose that we have published the schedule and promised students that PHL380 will be taught by Kant. Suppose it is later in the year and Kant has prepared to teach PHL380 and not PHL305. There may also later be additional constraints on the amount of change in the plan; e.g., no more than two professors' assignments should be shifted in order to teach the extra section required by increased enrollment. Whether or not to revise Kant's assignment is a semantic problem: it must be reasoned. The TMS's automatic, syntactic-based relabeling is not desirable in such cases.

In general, heuristic search guidance in making initial choices represents local optima. In the case of choice rejections that are no longer valid, the rejected
choice is known to be locally better. But since it is later in the problem solving process, additional reasoning may be necessary to determine whether the locally optimum choice is better globally. Elective justifications supply the information to detect opportunities for reevaluation, but the TMS's automatic labeling denies the opportunity.

An associated problem is that in traditional TMSs, choices are represented as the same kind of assumptions as other sources of nonmonotonicity, including contingencies. Thus a TMS can also be overly-aggressive in resolving a constraint violation, perhaps by assuming that a professor will get a grant when there is no good reason for doing so. This is the "wishful thinking" problem first noted by Morris [13].

Yet if we have made a subplan to purchase textbooks for Descartes' PHIL305 class, based on his choice, then the validity of that purchase should go OUT if his assignment to that class goes OUT. And that assignment should go OUT if his unavailability to teach comes IN. Clearly there is valid syntactic work for a TMS to perform. What is it?

An extreme case of a problem solver/TMS architecture that avoids over-aggressiveness is that of Dhar and Croker[5]. Contradiction resolution is entirely removed from the TMS. And the only assumptions possible are choices and there is no justification of the selected or rejected choices other than that they have been directly selected or rejected by the problem solver. Context rationales could be kept but are not. In fact all problem solver/TMS architectures since the ATMS have lacked at least a context switch rationale. Such systems cannot provide the required computational support for the planning problem described here.

How to Make It Work

The definitions of contexts and rationales must be extended beyond the CSP description given earlier to describe a more flexible problem solver. Not all of the details of this system can be provided here. Those not relevant to context maintenance have been omitted.

What's in a Context

It is at least inconvenient, if not practically impossible, to define many problems solely in terms of a state space search of choices of variable value assignments, as with a CSP, or integer programming [4]. In our course scheduling example, sections of courses are generated as needed. Enumerating all possibilities ahead of time is prohibitive, at least in terms of problem formulation, if not computationally.

Thus, let us represent problem solving by goals and operators with the following simple properties: 1) exactly one operator can be applied to a goal at a time and 2) an operator application can result in new subgoals, new variable assignments, or both. This first property implements a single-context search strategy. The second provides a minimal ontology of inferential objects for our purposes, as opposed to ad hoc database assertions made by rule firings.

Let us call an operator application a decision. We define a set of admissibility conditions for each operator such that the decision is valid only as long as the conditions are met and the decision is not retracted.[7] (See Section 5) This validity can be represented by a TMS justification schema for each decision, shown in Figure 5. The problem solver derives the particular justification for admissibility from those conditions, such as availability. Constraints, as before, are over the variable assignments.

In the course scheduling example, each assignment of a class to a teacher is the result of applying an operator that had at least the admissibility condition that the teacher be available. To switch examples temporarily, in a travel planning problem, an admissible condition for deciding to fly to a destination is that the airport be open. This decision will lead to a subgoal of choosing a flight (even though a particular flight may have suggested the decision) for which any operator will have an admissible condition of the flight not being canceled. Thus are contingencies represented.

Figure 5: Decision Validity Justification

A CSP is a degenerate case of such a representation in which each goal is to choose a value for a variable, each operator application results in just such an assignment, and there are no admissibility conditions. In a CSP, the validity of each decision corresponds exactly to the validity of an assignment. In this more general architecture, which we call Redux[19], the validity of multiple assignments and subgoals may be dependent upon the validity of a single decision.

The validity of the decision itself is distinguished from that of its (local) optimality. Optimality of a decision represents the heuristic choice of an operator from a conflict set of operators that could have been applied to a goal. This choice depends upon the validity of the goal (which depends in turn on the validity of the decision...}
that spawned it), the heuristic rationale for choosing the operator (which in turn depends upon the closed world assumption about the conflict set of operators for the goal), and the admissibility of the decision. It also depends upon the decision not being rejected. (See Section 4) Figure 6 shows the TMS justification schema for decision optimality installed by the problem solver for each decision.

Detail of how the problem solver chooses the best operator and creates a justification for BEST-OP is omitted here. Three points are relevant to context maintenance. First, any source of nonmonotonicity in the heuristic choice is reflected in the justification just as Unless clauses are in a standard rule-based system. Second, operator instances that have a valid rejection are not chosen. Third, if a normally less preferred choice is made because a better one is rejected, that rejection is included in the justification of BEST-OP.

Figure 6: Decision Optimality Justification

We now extend the definition of context from Section 3: a context is the current set of decisions, valid and invalid. The context rationale is now the set of decision optimalities, valid and invalid.

**Decision Rejection and Retraction**

The REDUX problem solver is agenda-controlled. Agenda tasks include satisfying goals, resolving constraint violations, and retracting currently valid but no longer optimal decisions. The last are indicated when the TMS labels IN nodes with justifications that reflect this condition for individual decisions. Which task to perform and how is either reasoned automatically or guided interactively by the user. Of interest here, the problem solver may choose to reject a decision to resolve a constraint violation, or because the decision has lost valid reason for optimality, possibly due to a contingency. To do so, the problem solver either adds a premise justification to a retraction, or removes it. (This is equivalent to direct manipulation of the node status by the problem solver.)

There are three simple but fundamental changes that must be made to the standard problem solver/TMS architecture to give the problem solver control over constraint violation resolution.

1) In the standard Doyle-style system, contradiction nodes are distinguished: the labeling algorithm detects the validity of a contradiction and immediately calls a resolution algorithm. If the problem solver is to have control over contradiction resolution in general, contradictions should be put on the problem solver agenda instead. The labeling algorithm should take no other action. In REDUX, contradictions are not distinguished at all; the problem solver tests for constraint violations when updating the agenda.

We now describe two modifications of the Doyle-style implementation of dependency-directed backtracking. The resulting algorithm, together with the data structures described in Section 3, provides the context rationale for context switches.

2) Given a constraint violation, consider only decisions as culprits and their associated retractions as electives. REDUX uses the FIX mechanism of [15] to construct the conflict set of underlying decisions as assumptions that might be retracted to resolve the constraint violation. The following FIX is used in REDUX is used at the system level, hidden from the user of REDUX primitives:

\[
\text{fix (constraint-violation ?name) } \\
\text{(decision ?op ?values ?goal) } \\
\text{(retracted-decision ?op ?values ?goal))}
\]

REDUX implements the heuristic choice by the problem solver of decisions to retract with the PREFER predicate of [15], with some system-level preferences based on goal hierarchies. For a chosen retraction, a safe, complete elective justification is constructed as described in [15].

3) The second and most important modification of backtracking is not to add elective justification to the retraction, as would normally be done. Instead, for each decision retraction and elective justification, use the justification to justify the decision rejection and add a premise justification to the retraction as illustrated in Figure 7. Justifying the retraction has the effect of invalidating the decision and all of the subgoals and assignments that depend upon it. Justifying the rejection has the effect of decision optimality loss. (See Figure 6.) The rejection justification is also used in further problem solving.

The distinction between optimality/rejection and validity/retraction solves the problem of too aggressive TMS relabeling while providing detection of possible opportunities to improve the solution. We can now redraw the justification of Figure 4 using the justification schemata above as shown in Figure 8. Should the decision to assign Descartes PHL305 be retracted, this will leave the decision to assign Kant PHL380 valid but no
longer optimal. The problem solver now has the opportunity to reason whether the plan should be changed.

Evaluation and Significance

Previous problem solver/TMS models have either not detected possible opportunities for improving the solution in incremental planning or the TMS has been overly aggressive in responding to changes in a plan. The concept of maintaining a context rationale resolves this dilemma.

Truth maintenance formalizations after Doyle have not considered the task of context maintenance [22, 11]. When contradiction resolution has been considered, it has continued to be a function of truth maintenance rather than a search function of the problem solver [21]. We identify context maintenance as a task and show how to modify previous algorithms to implement it.

Complete details of the model are beyond the scope of this paper. In particular, construction of optimality justifications is complex. The rationale for context switches is constructed using the elective justification of [15], which is in turn a revision of Doyle's original "conditional proof" justification [6]. Improvements to these algorithms are described in a forthcoming paper, which will also show that if the elective justification would have been safe to justify the retraction, it will remain a valid justification for the retraction when the retraction is justified by a premise.

Context maintenance is especially important for incremental replanning in response to contingencies. No other technique has been demonstrated that precisely locates the effects of changes in a general plan [12, 27].

The model outlined here has some additional advantages. Truth maintenance is often represented as a technique for CSPs: a state-space search problem [3]. The definition of decisions in the REDUX architecture allows truth maintenance to be used for problem reduction search as well. An associated idea is justification schemata that define semantics for the dependency network and relabeling behavior. Previous general TMS/problem solver architectures generated ad hoc justifications from rules or "consumers" that resulted in complex dependency networks with unpredictable behavior.

The ideas here have been developed during several years of experiments with Proteus applications [25, 4] and implemented in a new system, REDUX [19]. We are currently reimplementing in REDUX two large applications both originally done with different systems [20]. Several extensions, including iterative goals and object creation, have already been found to be necessary. The experiment is to determine whether there is a usefully large class of applications for which the REDUX architecture is feasible and whether it significantly facilitates development.
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